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1 NTRODUCTION 
111 most wave propagation problems of classical physics the spatial part 
of the equations is not elliptic but rather has constant deficit [8], i.e., the rank 
of the symbol is constant for ail nonzero arguments. This considerably com- 
plicates the analysis of such problems. Certain results have been obtained 
in the case of potential scattering for such equations (cf. [9] and the references 
cited there), but for problems with boundaries only the Maxwell operator 
has so far been studied within the context of the theory for equations of this 
type [I, 6, 7]. The Maxwell operator has only one nonzero propagation speed, 
and, as far as is known to the author, problems with boundaries for systems 
with more than one nonzero propagation speed and a zero speed have not 
yet been studied in the context of this theory. The simplest example of a system 
with two nonzero propagation speeds and a zero speed must be 5 x 5, and 
the symbol of the spatial part must have rank four. The equations of two- 
dimensional elasticity form such a system, and it is the purpose of the prcscnt 
paper to study the mixed problem for this system in R, 2 for the case of energy- 
preserving boundary conditions. 
The principal result of the paper is the representation of the solution to 
the mixed probIem in Rh2 as a superposition of reflected piane waves and 
surface waves (Theorems 4.5 and 4.6). Here the situation is much more intcr- 
csting and complicated than in the case of Maxwell’s equations [?I bccausc 
of the coupling of the S (shear) and P (pressure) modes at the boundary. For 
example, it is well known that on a free boundary (no normal stresses) an 
incident P wave creates a reflected s wave as we11 as a reflected P wave and 
also, in general, a surface wave. An incident S wave behaves similarly, but 
it is perhaps less well known that for certain angles of incidence the P wave 
created at the boundary decays exponentially away from the boundary. Whether 
such coupling occurs at all depends, of course, on the particular boundary 
condition: it is shown below (Section 3) that there are energy-prcscrving 
boundary conditions which do not couple the two modes, i.e., an incident 
P(S) wave gives rise only to a reflected P(S) wave. Even in the case of the 
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classical condition for a free boundary, the surface wave may be absent for 
particular initial data, while the solution may consist only of a superposition 
of surface waves for other initial data. In general, the solution consists of two 
parts, a superposition of reflected plane waves and surface waves, and these 
two parts are orthogonal. 
The paper consists of four sections. In Section 1 the structure of the equations 
in R2 is analyzed. The elasticity operator is an example of an operator having 
a “Lagrange-type” identity which performs the same services as those rendered 
by the classical Lagrange identity in the case of the Maxwell operator [6]. 
This identity is derived here, and several applications are given. In Section 2 
the classes of energy-preserving boundaT conditions are given and are used 
to define self-adjoint operators. The resolvents of these operators are studied 
in Section 3, and Section 4 is devoted to obtaining the representation mentioned 
above. 
Certain techniques used in Sections 3 and 4 have been borrowed from 
Wakabayashi [II] who studied eigenfunction expansions in Ii," for systems 
with elliptic spatial parts. Such systems were first studied in R+n by Matsumura 
E41* 
1. THE EQUATIONS OF ELASTICITY IN R2 
Elastic waves in a homogeneous, isotropic, two-dimensional medium satisfy 
the equation 
a~w=pJw+((X+p)w~w, (1.1) 
where w = “(wl , w2) is the displacement vector and A, p are the Lame param- 
eters of the medium. Here tn.2 denotes the transpose of a matrix M. Denoting 
al&? by ai , i = 1,2, the components of the strain tensor are defined by 
eij = 2F(aiwj + a,wJ, i = 1, 2, and are related to the components of the 
stress tensor o’ij by 
(3 11 = 0 + &)ell + he,, , 
f122 = (A + &)e,, + hell , 
cl2 = 2pe12 . 
There are various ways of introducing dependent variables in order to write 
(1.1) as a symmetric hyperbolic system; here we choose variables such that 
the field vector does not contain the parameters of the medium. Thus, let 
v = a,w, and define 
f = Yell. + e,, , e,, - ep2, 2e,, , u1 , 2)J 
= t[(%l + ~22)iW + p), (011 - ae2)/2p, U12//L, w1 )we]. 
(1.2) 
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Thenf . Ef = 27 = (A + 2p)(ezl + e&) + 2he,,e,, + 4pef, + 0~2 + ‘~‘2 is (twice) 
the classical energy density 7, where the diagonal matrix 
E = diag[h + p, p, p, 1, l] = diag[& , I, 11. (1.3) 
Writing Dj = -ia, , j = 1, 2, and defining 
(1.4) 
Eqs. (1.1) can be written as the system 
-i&u = A(D)u. (1.6) 
The differential operator A is formally symmetric in the Hilbert space X 
consisting of functions f, g E&(P, CS) with the E inner product 
<f> g> = j, f “Eg (1.7) 
and norm (/f II2 = c<f, f >. Here lW* denotes the Hermitian conjugate of a 
matrix M. 
The symbo1 A(v) of A(D) is a 5 x 5 Hermitian matrix of constant rank 
four for any 0 f 77 = (Q ,~a) E R2 with characteristic polynomial 
detP’&d - Ul = -~(~z - P I rl I’&? - (A -t 34 I ri I']. 
The distinct eigenvalues of A,(y) are thus 
4l(?7) = 0, &cs(rl) = 3!$‘” I ?1 I, b.,(rl) = It:@ + &c)1’2 117 I, (1.q 
where p i/a and (A + 2,~)r/~ are the propagation speeds of shear (S) and pressure 
(P) waves, respectively. Introducing the set of indices 
ml = (0, is, ItPI> (1.9) 
the resolution of the identity for A(T) is 
where 
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and the p,&~), k E Al, , are mutually orthogonal orthoprojectors, 
defined by 
(EPk)* = EP, , ajkPj = PjPk ) (1.12) 
Ph) = -PW j-,( )-l,=s I&) - VI-l 4’; 
31) 
(1.13) 
here the integration goes over a small circle in the complex plane enclosing 
only the eigenvalue X,(q) in the positive direction. The Pj(~) will be needed 
explicitly. Introducing the notation 
c = l/(X + 2@2, a = (A + p)c, b = /x, UC + bc = 1, (1.14) 
and letting w = (wl, wg) = q/1 q 1, the orthonormal (with respect to the E 
inner product) eigenvectors of A(T) can be written 
q,(w) = (ab)-liz t[bc, nc(wz2 - w12), -2acwlw2, 0, 01, 
e*,(w) = 2-lj2 t[O, ~~I,-%J~w~ , I*-~~(w,~ - w12), fw2 , +J, (1.15) 
e*&J) = 2-112 yc, c(t.0;” - w2”), 2cw,w, , +6J1 , iw,], 
and in terms of these 
P.&) = edw> 0 G(W), kEi&,, (1.16) 
where 
e,(w) @ e,(w) = ek(w)[Eek(w)]*. (1.17) 
Now let 9’ = Y(R*, C]) denote the space of smooth, rapidly decreasing 
functions from R2 to C5, and denote by Y’ its dual. The Fourier transform @, 
W(T) = (27r-l IRz exp(--iv)f@) dx, 
is an isomorphism of 9 with inverse @*f(x) = @‘f(-X) which extends by 
continuity to an isomorphism of L%? and by duality to an isomorphism of 9’ 
[LO]. For any f E Y the quantity A(D)f E Y’, and the operator A with domain 
is self-adjoint with resolvent a([) = [A - [II-’ given by 
g’(C)f(x) = JR2 8(x - Y; Of(r) cty, 
Im 5 f 0, where 8(x; 6) is the fundamental solution, 
[A(D) - (I] 6(x; 5) = 6(x)1, 
(1.18) 
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obtained from 
[A(?) - 5Jp1 = C [UT) - t1-l pj(7)) (1.19) 
jEMo 
by Fourier transform in 9’: 
cq. ; !g == (277-l @*[A(.) - <I]-‘@. (1.20) 
The Cauchy prdblem is solved by the unitary group r;‘it) generated by &lo 
in symbolic notation: 7?(t) = exp(itr1). 
There is a “Lagrange-type” identity associated with A which plays the 
same role here as the classical Lagrange identity, grad div - rot rot = A, 
does in the case of Maxwell’s equations [6]. To derive this identity we introduce 
the following differential operators: grad and div are the usual gradient and 
divergence operators, gradf = t(D~f, D,f), div g = D,g, + D,g, and the two 
curl operators 
curl,f := -DJi -t Dlfz , curl,g = t(-DD,g, Dg) (1.21) 
take two-vectors to scalars and scalars to two-vectors, respectively; the following 
operators apply to scalars g and three-vectors f : 
grad, g = f(--BcAg, nc(D,” - D,“)g, -22ncD,D,g), 
div,f = -Of + (D23 - D?)fz - 2D,D2f3 , 
grad, g = c t(--dg, (D12 - D,“)g, 2D,D,g), 
div, f = --aAfl $- b(D,” - Di2)fz f 2bD,D,f,, 
curlzs g = t(O, 2D,D,g, (D,” - D,‘)g), 
(1.22) 
curlIS f == 0 . fi + 2D,D,f, + (D,” - D12)f3. 
This notation is motivated by the fact that pressure waves are “divergence- 
type” waves (cf. acoustics), shear waves are “curl-type” weaves (cf. AIaxwel!‘s 
equations), and the pairs of operators (grad, , div,), (grad, , div,), (cur&“, curlIs) 
play the same role here as do (grad, div), (curl, curl) in the case of Maxwell’s 
equations [6]. The quantities in (1.22) equipped with hats, e.g., cc;], gr%,] , 
etc., will refer to the operators with Di replaced by the ith component wi of 
the unit vectors w = T/I 7 (. To pass from a quantity with a hat to the corre- 
sponding differential operators, wi is replaced by DC and 1 by --d. Quantities 
with hats are alwavs understood to have argument w. We have the identities 
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To derive the Lagrange identity, write PJ = P, + P.+, , PS 
(1.10) then becomes 
I = PO(W) + P”(W) + p”(w) 
p, f p-s ;
(1.24) 
where, e.g., gr$d, d$, is the 3 x 3 matrix which produces a three-vector 
on applying g?ad, d?pD to a three-vector. Multiplying the first three rows 
of (1.24) by 1 q 14, the second two rows by 1 7 12, and applying the inverse 
Fourier transform, we obtain the Lagrange identity for fl: 
grad,, div, + grad, div, + curlzs curlIs = d2l3 , 
grad div + curl, curl, = -01, . 
(1.25) 
The decomposition of Z corresponding to (1.24) is 
37 = %OE=%OE=KF9 (1.26) 
where X0 = @*P,,@M, K, = @*PWX, -X, = @*P%#M, and the notation 
GE means that the direct sum is orthogonal with respect to the E inner product 
(1.7). As a final bit of notation, because of the way Z breaks up it is convenient 
to write f~ X as f = t(f1,f2), where f’ = (fi ,tz ,f3) and f” = (f. ,f5) 
(cf. (1.24)). 
To illustrate the fact previously mentioned that (1.25) plays the same role 
here as does the classical Lagrange identity for Maxwell’s equations, we apply 
it to characterize dense sets of smooth, compactly supported data in -X, , 
.Y& , X$ . Let 9(R2) denote the Schwartz space of compactly supported smooth 
functions from R” to G. 
THEOREM 1.1. The set of data S, = It(grad,,+, 0,O): 4 Ed} is dense 
it2 X0 . 
Proof. From (1.5) flf(grad,, 4, 0, 0) = 0, so that S, C %, . From (1.24) any 
f E X0 has the form f = *(f I, 0) = “(fi , f2 , f3 , 0, 0), and Af = 0 implies 
(A + P) Gfi + &.fz + &fz = 0, (1.27)~ 
(A + P) Dzfi - @2f2 + &h = 0. (1.27), 
If f is also orthogonal to S, , then 
0 = (f, p&4) = aV(f, , -4) + (f2, (4” - 4’M) + (f3, -W2C)1 
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for all 4 E Q(R?), so that 
-dir,f = Oj1 $ (D,” - Daz)ja + 2D,D,f, = 0 (1.28) 
in 5?!‘(Ra), the dual of 3(F). Applying D, to (1.271, , D, to (1.27)s and summing 
gives 
(A + p) nfi + p(D,” - D12).L - 2&D& = 0 (1.29) 
in %‘. TIultipIying (1.28) by p and adding to (1.29) gives (h + 2~) Ofi = 0, 
and hence fi = 0, since fi EL, _ Equations (1.27), and (I .26), now imply that 
Afi = df3 = 0, so also fa = fa = 0. In summary, fs Z0 orthogonal to S, 
implies f = 0, and hence S,, is dense in X,, ~ 
COROLLARY 1.2. A function f E S is orthogon.al to X0 , the n:ull space of A, 
if and only ;f diva f = 0. 
Boof. A function f is orthogonal to X0 if and only if it satisfies (I .28). 
COROLLARY 1.3. The set S, of functions of the form (1.2) origina$ used to 
construct (I, 
Sl = {t(ell + ez2 , ell - ee2 , 2e12 , 74 , v2>: 
eij = 2-1(3,zuj + ajwi); wi , vi e B(R”), i = 1, 2j 
Proof. Applying div,, to a function in S, gives zero, so S, C Z& @)E Xi 
by Corollary 1.2. If now f E XD @ X, , then f must satisfy (1.28); if f is further 
orthogonal to S, , then f4 = f5 = 0, and 
0 = (A + d(fi , DP, + D,w,) + p(fz , 4~ - D2~2) + p(fz , @p, t &w,) 
= i@ + dfi i pfz, DPJ + ((A + v)fi - pfz > DP,) + p(fz ,De, + D,w,j 
for all wi E 5?(F). Choosing w2 = 0 and then se1 = 0, we obtain 
in P, and hence 
Eliminating the term containing f5 between these two equations and between 
(1.30), and (1.28), we obtain 
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Subtracting these two equations gives (h + 2~) dfr = 0, and hence fr = 0; 
then from the same equations f2 = f3 = 0. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let 
S,1 = {grad,+ : 4 E 9?(P)}, S,” = (grad+ : + EQ(R”)); (1.31) 
s,l = {curl,“qb : #I E G?(F-)}, S,” = (curl, 4 : 4 E 9(P)). 
Then S, = S,l x SD2 is dense in Y9 , and S, = S,l x S,” is dense in zs . 
Proof. It must first be shown that S, C Y, and S, C Xs . Now div, grad, 4 = 
divO curies r$ = 0, so both S, and S, are in XD BE Xs . Next, if f = t(grad, 4, 
grad #) E S, , then 
so thatfg X3 by (1.24). H ence S, C X, . Similarly, iff = t(curl,s 4, curl, $) E S, , 
then 
so by (1.24) fEXs. Hence S,CXs. Any f E %, @a LK, satisfies (1.28). If 
f E X, , then fi = 0 (cf. (1.22), (1.24)), and f is orthogonal to S, so that 
(D,” - D,‘)f, + 2D,D,f, = 0, 
Dlfa + Dzfs = 0. 
If now f is also orthogonal to S, C X$ , then 
(1.32), 
(1.32), 
ZD,D,f, + (Dz2 - 4”)f3 = 0, (1.33), 
-D2f4 + Dlf5 = 0. (1.3% 
Applying (D,” - D,*) to (1.32), , 2D,D, to (1.33), and adding gives 02Jz = 0, 
and hence f2 = 0. In the same way f2 = 0. That fi = f5 = 0 follows on 
performing the obvious operations to (1.32), , (1.33), . Hence S, is dense 
in X, . If now f E XP , then f satisfies (1.28), (1.33), , and (1.33), . If f is also 
orthogonal to S, , then 
-(A + p) Ofi + y(D,* - Dz”)fi + &D,D,f, = 0. (1.34), 
Dlf4 + Dzfs = 0. (1.3% 
Subtracting (1.34), from (1.28) multiplied by p gives fr = 0, and the previous 
argument now shows that f = 0. Hence S, is dense in X. . 
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Finally, we mention that the identity (1.25) can be used to establish the 
equivalence of the parts OJt), 8,(t) of o(t) in X3 , X8 to groups delivering 
the solutions to the Cauchy problem for scalar wave equations. These scalar 
wave equations are just those satisfied by the ciassical shear and pressure 
potentials #, $: 
ai2+ = p&k 
a:+ = c-24+. 
(Recall c-~ = X + 2~1.) A detailed discussion of this as well as other applications 
of (1.25) can be found in [6]. 
2. ENERGY-PRESERVING ELASTICITY OPERATORS IN R," 
Let R,” = {x = (x1 , x2) E R*: xp > 0). The constant (independent of 
x1 E R), minimal, energy-preserving boundary operators on C5 for A(D) in 
RA2 fall into two classes: 
(2.1) 
,8 E R u (a). That is, if K, y E ker BP*, then KNACK = 0, and ker B,* is a 
subspace of C5 of dimension 3; here B, +K = 0 iff K% = K~ = 0, and B/K = 0 
iff ~a = K~ = 0. The condition B,,+K = 0 is the classical condition for a free 
boundary, oPe = ozr = 0, and th e condition B,+K = 0 the classical condition 
for a hard boundary, z+ = zip = 0 (cf. (1.2)). 
If u, v are smooth functions in Z, the space consisting of functions f! g E 
gz(R+“, c6) with inner product 
U-t cd = jR f "-f-k L3 
and BB*u(xl,O) = Bo+z(sl,O) = 0, then 
(24, A@) - (Au, a) = --i 
.i 
u(xl, 0)” Ar.U(x, , 0) = 0, 
R 
and so rl is formally symmetric on the linear manifold of such functions. Since 
the B,* are minimal (the subspaces ker B,+ of C5 are maximal), they give rise 
to self-adjoint operators /lap+ in sY’ in the following manner (cf. [3]). Let Y+ 
denote the smooth, rapidly decreasing functions on a+2; then it follovvs from 
results of [2] in the familiar way that the graph closure of A(D) on the set 
(21 E YT: B,*u(x~ , 0) = O> is a self-adjoint operator A++ in X. Data that 
propagate lie in the complement of the null space of .ABB; , yV(ABg*)~; it is 
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possible that requiring a function in 9(AB,& .to lie in A+&& forces it to 
satisfy additional boundary conditions. To see if this is the case, it is necessary 
to characterize a dense set in JV(LI~~*:). We denote by LL@(R+~), 9(R+z) the sets 
of smooth functions with bounded supports in R,‘, R,s, by B any boundary 
operator of (2.1), and by Q1 the one-dimensional Fourier transform. 
THEOREM 2.1. The set S,+ = (t(grad, 4, 0, 0): 4 E 9R,“)) is dense in JV(&) 
provided that B + B,+. Any function of the form Gl f (t, x2) = a(()t[O, -it, 
I t I, 0, 01 =p(- I E I 4, 45) E&(R), . as ill M(L$,,+) and is mthogonal to So+. 
Proof. Since .At(grad, #J, 0,O) = 0 (cf. Theorem 1 .l) and 4 vanishes near 
~a = 0, it follows that A’,+ C JIT(Ag) f or any B. Further, if f E N(AB), then 
Af = 0 implies fa = f5 = 0, so f = “(f r, 0). If now also f is orthogonal to S+ , 
then diva f = 0 in 9(R+2), and the same argument used in the proof of Theo- 
rem 1.1 shows that Afi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. Hencesfi([, ~a) = ci(f) exp(- j 5 1 ~a), 
i = 1,2, 3. Further diva p1 = 0 implies 
&2(E) + iE I 5 I c&3 = 0, (2.2) 
and from (1.27) Af = 0 implies 
(A + P) k(S) + p&(S) + ip I t I 46) = 0, (2.31, 
i(X + P) I 5 I 48 - & I E I &Y + &dO = 0. (2.31~ 
If c&l) = 0, then from (2.2) and (2.3) cl(t) = c,(E) = 0, so we may assume 
that cs(.$) + 0. Then from (2.2), ca(~)/cs(~) = -if/j E I, 5 # 0, and from (2.3), 
so c,(t) = 0 for 6 + 0. Therefore, 
%f(E, 4 = p(t) t[O, --it, I E I, 0, 01 exp(- I t I 4 
which satisfies B,+Dlf (t, 0) = 0 automatically. From (2.1) if f E N(L’$+), 
/3 + 00, or f E .N(ABm-), then alf3([, 0) = 0, and hence f = 0. If f E JC’$‘&-), 
/3 + co, then -$ + /3 1 6 I = 0, and p = const implies f = 0. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that functions in @A,) n ~lr(A,)~ do not 
satisfy any additional boundary conditions except when B = B,+ (see the 
proof of the theorem below). In order to derive what these extra conditions 
are for B,+ at the present stage in a completely satisfactory way it would be 
necessary to introduce the apparatus needed to specify the sense in which 
functions in 9+l,) n dV(A,)’ assume their boundary values (cf. [5]). Rather 
than do this, we assume that there are smooth, rapidly decreasing functions 
in B(&) n JV”(A~)~ and establish a weaker result. It is proved in Theorem 4.5 
that such functions are actually dense in L&&J n JV(A,)~ in graph norm, 
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and the proof makes no use of the following assertion which is of interest 
principally because the generalized eigenfunctions for ABm+ derived in Section 4 
will be seen to satisfy the conditions below automatically. 
THEOREM 2.2. Any smootlz, rapidly decreasing function u in LQABm+) f? 
.N(ABC+)’ satisjies the additional boundary conditions 
u&1 ) 0) + u,(x, , 0) = 0, 
(2.4) 
&4x, 0) + D,u,(x, 0) - = , , 2D,u&, ) 0) 0. 
Proof. First, since functions f = t(grad, $, 0, 0), 4 E 9(R,-a), are in J’QIBm+), 
any function u E 9(.ABm+) n JV(.A~,+)~ must be orthogonal to such j. If 21 
is smooth and decreases rapidly, this implies that 
= ab((div, u,$) + i[D,u,(., 0+) + Q,(., O+) - 2&z+(., (I'),+(., O+)] 
+ if&(., O+> + up(., O+), W(., 0+)X-, 
where [., .] denotes the E inner product in L,(R, P). Since div, u = 0, this 
implies the assertion. 
In terms of the original variables (1.2) the two conditions (2.4) mean simply 
that the displacement zu on a hard boundary is zero. The fact that there are 
extra conditions for functions in Jlr(ABm +)’ is analogous to the situation for the 
classical boundary condition for Maxwell’s equations that the tangential com- 
ponents of the electric field be zero on the boundary; purely propagating 
solutions, by virtue of being in the complement of the null space of the generator, 
satisfy the added condition that the norma component of the magnetic field 
is zero [5]. 
3. THE RESOLVENT KERNELS IN R,’ 
In this section the indices on A, U(t) = exp(it-4) distinguishing the operators 
engendered by a particular boundary condition of (2.1) will be omitted whenever 
it is not necessary to distinguish a particular case. The ultimate objective is 
to represent the solution U(t)f of the mixed problem in RL2 as a superposition 
of reflected plane waves and eventual surface waves. In terms of the spectral 
family F,, = F(-a, A) for .A the group U(t) has the representation 
u(t) = JR eitA dF<, , 
so the problem reduces to representing F,, in terms of such modes. If R(c) 
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denotes the resolvent of fl, R(t) = (A - [1)-l, Im 5 f 0, then FA is obtained 
from R(t) via the well-known formula 
[WJ) +W-)I/2 - [F(a) +F(a-)I/2 
= (2n-i)-1 iii? j” [R(h + 22) - R(h - k)] dA (3.2) a 
(F,) is taken to be right continuous.) The problem thus reduces to obtaining 
an appropriate representation for the resolvent kernel: 
As the resolvent kernel, R(x, y; [) has the symmetry property 
ER(s, y; 5) = [ER(y, r; Q]*, @4) 
and its columns satisfy the boundary conditions (2.1) at X, = 0 for ~1~ E R+2. 
There is a more-or-less standard technique for obtaining R (cf. [4, Ill): seek 
R in the form (cf. (1.19)) 
R(x, y; 5) = 8(x - y; i) - 9(x, 3’; 5) (3.5) 
where S-(x, y; 5) satisfies 
[A(D,) - ujF(x, y; 5) = 0 for X, JJ E R,” 
BF(x, ) 0, y; r;) = B@ - y; 5) I.%& for ys E Ii+“. 
(3.6) 
Here BS and l3b are the 2 x 5 matrices resulting from applying a boundary 
operator of (2.1) to each column of F and 8. Of course, S- must be a solution 
of (3.6) such that (3.3) is a function in Z. To get started it is evident from 
(3.6) that an explicit representation for 8(x - y; l) la,+ is needed, and this 
will now be undertaken. 
It is convenient to single out the second variable of 7 E Ii”, writing 7 = (E, p). 
The first step is to extend the eigenvalues of the symbol A(T), X*,(y) = h*,(e, p), 
h*,(q) = X*,(5, p) of (1.Q to complex values 7 = p + itc. For any fixed 5 f 0 
define A+,([, T) = c-I(? + &1/2 by Re h+,(t, T) 2 0, Re h_,([, T) < 0 and 
h&,(6, T) = plP(p + T~)~/Z by Re X+,(5, T) > 0, Re A-,((, T) < 0 in the 7 
plane with branch cuts (i 1 LJ /, ice), ( icy, -2 ) [ I). Note that h+,(f, 7) = 
-X=&t, 7) and h(5,~) = -~~,(t~ 7). N ex , extend P,(T) of (1.16) to complex 7 t 
in such a way that they remain solutions of A((, 7) P,(f, 7) = A&([, T) Pk(f, T), 
k E ill,: 
(3.7) 
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where 
e,([, T) = (cd)-““(p + 2-’ *[bc(t’ + T’), uc(7’ - [“), -2ac&, 0, 01, 
e+,((, T) = 2-1’~p”‘2X;f(5, T) ‘[O, 2&r, 2 - t”, A,,([, T)T, -A*,(<, T)[], (3.8) 
e,,((, 7-j = 2-“2c-‘A$(5, T) f[c’h+,(t, 7)8, 5” - 2, 2&, A*,((, T)(, X,,(f, T)T]. 
Define 
= p-lP(p - pp)l12, $Im ~,i: > 0 (3% 
in the 5 plane with branch cuts (--a, -c-l j 5 I), (c-l 1 5 j, co) for 7-p& and cuts 
t---00, -P1,iP I E I), (P1f2 I E I, 00 > f or rs*. For (5 f 0 the matrix [A(t, T) - I;rJ-r 
is regular in r in the upper (lower) half plane except for poles at the zeros of 
$$A(<, 7) - {T-l = -l[c-“T’ - (52 - c-e~s)][~? - (12 - p[‘)] (see Section. I), 
I.e., at T~+(T~-), ~~+(r,~-), and in a small neighborhood of these poles 
Since c~-- = -rp- and 7.7 = -TOP, 0 for subsequent computations we need 
only consider TV+, TV+, and to simplify notation we therefore drop the & and 
henceforth write 7B = rp+, 7g = TV+. Note also the relations 
@,8(x - y; c)(t) Ix,=o = (2r)-3iEeCiY1E J e?“z”[A(“, p) - tI]-’ dp. (3.12j 
For [< + 0 we may deform the path of integration into the T lower half plane 
to obtain 
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where the poIes occur at X 2, = 5, A, = 5 if Re 6 > 0 and at A-, = i, A.-, = < 
if Re 5 < 0. Evaluating the residue, we have 
= i(27r) -l/2 e-iu& 5(p-1~;‘ei7~Y2Ps(5, 5, 3-J + c2~~‘ei7yy2P&, 5, -TV)}, 
(3.14) 
where 
(3.15) 
e 
and 
Taking now the Fourier transform of (3.6) in the variable x1 , we obtain 
[4r, m - 511 @lW, 3% y; 5) = 1 0, 
B@$v, 0, y; 5) = B@l&X - y; S)(E) l:c2=o 
(3.17) 
with solution for xa > 0 
@l=q5, X% , y; 5) = CV(~, y, LJ{p-4iT~x2 Ps(E, 5, 7-,)C + c2eiTgqP2(t, 5, T,)D} 
(3.18) 
where 
a([, y, 6) = i(27r-1’2e-i’1’[ (3.19) 
and the matrices C = C([, y, 0, D = D(f, y, i) are chosen to satisfy the 
boundary condition in (3.17): from (3.14) (3.15), (3.17) 
B&(6 ia-, 7,) *[-=,(t, 5, T,>]c + &p,(t> 5, 7,) *[J%(~T 5, d]D 
= 7-1ei’~“2Sf?,(f, 5, -T,) t[EP,([, 5, -T,)] s 
+ Tp1ei’Dy2&?g(~, 5, -T,) t[-%p(f, 5, -T,)]. (3.20) 
The S and P modes are uncoupled, i.e., an incident S(P) wave gives rise 
only to a reflected S(P) wave at x, := 0, provided that C(D) can be chosen 
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such that the S(P) term on the left of (3.20) is equal to the S(P) term on the 
right. Testing this for the boundary operators of (2.1) one sees that the modes 
are uncoupled only for B = B,-, B == B,- with 
1 iT& -C,,-=Ca-=r~e G, 
-&- = D, = T- vl ei5%G, 
(3.21) 
where G = diag[-1, -1, 1, -1, l] is a diagonal 5 x 5 matrix. For all other 
boundary conditions the modes are coupled. 
To simplify the discussion we henceforth consider only the uncoupled 
boundary operators B,-, B,- and their classical counterparts Boy, B,+ corre- 
sponding, respectively, to free and hard boundaries. Now the necessary and 
sufficient condition that (3.20) be solvable is that the so-called Lopatinskii 
determinant 
(3.22) 
be nonzero for 55 # 0. The zeros, if any, of (3.22) for 55 f 0 give the propaga- 
tion speeds of surface waves. A brief calculation shows that 
A(<, 4, B,-) = P-~TP~“> 
A(& 5, B,) = --Ed’, 
A(.$, 5, B,+) = 5’(7,~, + 5”)~ 
A(,& 5, B,+) = -~[4~~7#’ + (2E” - P-‘~“)‘I- 
(3.23) 
Evidently neither A((, 5, B,-) nor A(f, 4, B,-) can be zero in the cut plane 
for 1;[ f 0, so the two boundary operators B,-, B,- do not admit surface 
waves. Now the zeros of the Lopatinskii determinant in 5 for fixed 5 are real [4]. 
In order that A((, 5, B,+) = 0 for 5 = k(t) E R it is necessary that ~~7~ E R- , 
i.e., K E (-$I? 1 5 I, yliz / [ I), 7S = i(l” - @kn)lje, +P = i(p - c*P)~~, and 
(5” - p-%“)l:“($ - cW)~/~ = c2. But the latter equation has no roots 
k E (-P I E I, $i“ I 5 l)\(O), so Bm + does not admit surface waves. The 
operator B,+ does admit surface waves, and A(E, 5, Be+) is, in fact, the classical 
expression for the propagation speeds k+(f) E (-y1/2 / [ I, ~~1’ 1 5 1) of the 
Rayleigh wave. 
As above, we observe that A(f, 5, B,+) can vanish for <.$- + 0 and real 
5 = k(t) only if ~~7~ E R-, i.e., K E (-I LV / 6 1, pl!z I 6 !j, T,q = ;(p - p-lk~)V, 
n = i(cz - cV?)~/‘; we write 
A = &*A((, k, B,+) 
= -&2 - p-l(k/.p]~ - 4[1 - p-l(kj~)y”[l - (ck/gy). (3.24) 
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LEMMA 3.1. For kf f 0 (3.24) has two simple roots k+(t) E(--$/~ 1 5 /, 
g/2 / 5 I): 
k&) = W/” I 4 I 4, , ($)112 < R, < 1 (3.25) 
(2 - &“)” = 4(1 - RO’)‘/‘(l - $R,2)lie, n zzz q&2, (3.26) 
and 
40 = $cc(t, WE)) = 14~~‘” I E I3 Q-@,), (3.27) 
where 
a(R,) = (1 - R,,z)-1/2(1 - r~~R~‘)-~/~[l + n2 - 2~.9R,~ - (2 - R093/4] > 0. 
(3.28) 
Remark. The Rayleigh speed thus does not vanish for 6 # 0. This is in 
contrast to the situation for Maxwell’s equations with the “strange” energy- 
preserving boundary conditions [7]. 
Proof. Put t = k/$lz[; then ck[[ = nt, where n = ~$1~ = I/(A/p + 2)lp < 
l/(2)‘/“. Then (3.24) becomes 
A(t) = (2 - t2)2 - 4(1 - t”)li2(1 - n2t2)112 EE n(t) - y2(t), 
where yl(t) = (2 - t”)” is monotone decreasing for t E (0, I), y,(O) = 4, 
y;(O) = 0, y;(O) = -8, yl( 1) = 1. The function y2(t) = 4( 1 - t2)lis( 1 - n2t2)lia 
is likewise monotone decreasing for t E (0, I), y,(O) = 4, y.;(O) = 0, y:(O) = 
-4 - 4n2, y2(l) = 0. Thus / y:(O)1 < / y;(O)/, since 12 < 1, and hence the 
graph of n(t) intersects that of ye(t) precisely once for t E (0, I). Let t = R, 
be the point of intersection; then (3.26) holds. Since n2 < l/2, ‘we have 
I - n2t > 1 - t2/2, and so (3.26) gives (1 - R,,2/2)3p > (1 - Ro”)ll”, and 
this implies that R, > ($)1/2 as may be seen in the following way. Let f (t) = 
(1 - t2/2) ia - (1 - t”)l/“; then f (0) = 0, f(l) > 0, and f has a unique 
extremum on (0, 1) at the point t, = [(9 - (41)““)/6]‘/“. Since f(g)“’ < 0, 
this implies that f (to) < 0, so the extremum is a minimum; f is increasing to 
the right of t,, , and hence R, > ($)I’“, since f($)lj2 < 0 while f(R,) > 0. 
The roots are simple because of (3.27) and (3.28). 
In the case B,-, B,- we have from (3.15), (3.18), and (3.21): 
-@1%-(ET 3, y, i) = @1E-(6, x2 > y; 5) 
= @9-l'" e-iS,eg[lJ-l~~leiSSt~~~~~)p,(~, 5, T ) 
+ c%p1ei7p(ac?+y~)Pn( l, 5, T,)] G 
(3.29) 
= ;2-1py e-i~,c5-3[~~lei.r,(~~~w~)~s(~, 5) @ Q,$, 5) 
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where 
(3.30) 
and the relations (3.11) have been used. 
Before continuing, we note that (3.4) and the fact that E&(X -Y; i) = 
[E&(y - X, c)]* imply EP(x, y; 5) = [EF(y, x; c)]*. Translated in terms of 
@rF, this means that 
e -i(yl+qEP((S, yn ) x; Q* = Eq$, x2 ) 4’; <) 
It is evident from (3.29) that al.Fm-, &So- satisfy this relation, and from (3.14), 
(3.15), and (3.29) also B;,,@Y$,(~, 0,~; L) = B;.,@&(x - y; L)(l) lZf+, I 
To calculate Pm+ we choose C, D in (3.20) as follows: C is a 5 x 5 matrix 
with zeros everywhere except in the fifth row where its elements are 
-(Z;&’ 5-k; ( i = l,..., 5; D is a 5 x 5 matrix with elements (SE)-’ di y 
i = I,..., 5, in the fourth row and zeros elsewhere. Having computed cL, d; 
from (3.20), Pm+ is determined by (3.18) using (3.15) and (3.30). The result is 
@19Tx+(E, x3 ,J!; 5) = i2-l(27~)-l!” e-iy1c~-34~1(~~,~1e~~~‘~~+~z’~s(~, 5) @ e”,(f, 0 
- 2[e ~(%+vd~S(,c, 5) (g e‘,(& 5) 
+ 2&i(T~‘z+Tsy2).?zI(~, 5) @ a,(,$, 5) 
i J T-1eiTP(z2+y~)~p(~, 5) @ a,(E, c)), I mzJ (3.32) 
where 
4, = -(TsTI) + 5’), & = TSTD - p. (3.33) 
For subsequent computations, C and D of (3.18) are needed in the following 
form: E?C,*(f, X, 5) consists of zeros except in the fifth column, and this 
column is 
E-lD*(E, X, 5) consists of zeros except in the fourth column, and this column i.s 
A;‘(,& ()((()-l e-iTP(c,ijr2[~z(~, 5) T;l([, 1;) eirn(f:i)z2~,((, 5) + 2,teirs(*sC)x2kg(~, j]. 
(3.35) 
To compute gO+ we choose C, D initially just as in the case of Fm+. Calculating 
as before, we obtain 
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where 
A = -pL[47gsp + (2l” - p-‘5”)2], 
A = p[4TpTsp - (2g - p-lp)@]. 
(3.37) 
Here .A = d(f, i, B,‘-) of (3.23). In the next section C, D of (3.18) are needed 
in the following form: E-lC*(t, s, 5) consists of zeros except in the fifth column 
which is 
E-lD*(&, z~1, 5) consists of zeros except in the fourth column which is 
([5)-l 7~ei7p22d-1[~~p1eiT~3c.1~~(~, 5) + 4((5’ - 2pcL59) ei7szcBiT,(~, [)I (3.39) 
Here ~~ = ~~(5, 0 and 7D = T,([, <). Observe that &+, gO+ satisfy the sym- 
metry relation (3.31) and the respective boundary conditions of (3.17). In 
(3.32) and (3.36) th e second and third terms on the right display the coupling 
of the S and P modes. 
In summary, the resolvent kernels R,*(x, y, l), R,*(x, y, Z;) for A,* = AB0, , 
A,* = ABmoi are 
R,i(x, 3’; 5) = 8(x - y; 5) - Sof(X, y; g, 
R&(X, y; 5) = 8(x - y; LJ - Smi-(x, y; f;) 
(3.40) 
with 8(x - y; t;) of (1.20) and Pm*, FO* given by (3.29), (3.32), and (3.36). 
Finally, the following lemma and its corollary will be needed in the next 
section (cf. [l 11). The proof of the lemma is omitted since it is straightforward 
and can be found in [7] (Lemma 2.2). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let g(y, x; 5) denote the resolmnt kernel R(y, x; c) extended by 
zero to Ii2 in y: W(y, x; 5) = xR+(ye) R(y, x; 5). Then 
[A(D,) - cI]c%(y, x; 5) = S(y - x)1- iA A,R(y, , Of, x; {) (3.41) 
where A, =I E-l& (cj. (1.4), (1.5)). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let &(x, y; lJ denote R(x, y; 5) extended by zero to RR2 in y: 
I+, y; 5) = xR+(y2) R(x, y; l), x E R+2. Then 
@pqx, y; 5)(wh) - 511 
= (27r-1 ei”“I + i(2n--l’” @zLR(x, y1 , O+; [)(()A, 
= (27q ’ ei”“l + i(2~r-~~~{@$j?(x - y; i)(f) Iv+, - E-l[E@,F(f, 0, x; c)]*}A8. 
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Proof. From (3.4), d(y, r; {)* = Ex(x, y; [)E-1, so applying DV to (3.41), 
taking the adjoint, and then multiplying on the right by E and on the left 
by E-l gives the first equation of (3.42). Th e second equation follows from 
the first, (3.40), and the fact that @zS(x, yr , Of; Q(e) = E-l[E@,lF(yr, 
Of, x; g(?f)]* (cf. (3.4)). 
4. REPRESENTATIONS IN TERMS OF GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION~ 
For j E A& = (0, &s, &p} define 
yj(s, T; 5) = @zR(G Y; 5)(11MT> - Ul pS(T>E-‘7 (4.1) 
where a is the extension of R to R2 described in Corollary 3.3, and the Pj(q), 
hj(~) are as in (1.8) and (1.13). For f E B(R,z) define further 
The objective here is to represent the spectral families of A,*, A,* as super- 
positions of reflected plane waves Yj(-‘j(x, 7; hi(q) f iO), j E Al = (s, p], and 
eventual surface waves. The motivation for these particular definitions is 
as follows. Let #E B(R2) and f E g(R+“); denote by w(<)f the extension of 
R(l) f (x) to R” b e zero and by #+ the restriction of $ to R,“. Then by (l.lO), 
(4.1), (4.2), and the Parseval equality in X 
and hence 
For f E %‘(R+“) we have from (4.3) and the resolvent identity, R(r) - R(X) = 
(5 - A) R(i) R(4 = (5 - 4 R(h) R(5), with 5 = k + fc, h = 5 (recall that in 
the inner product conjugation is on the first place): 
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and hence by (3.2) for any finite interval (a, b) C R 
2-1m4 + w-)lf~f) - ww + eaf?f)~ 
= -lii(27ri)-1 
I 
b ([R(k + i<) - R(k - ic)]f,f) dk 
n 
since from (4.3) C [Aj(7j) - C;]“A(n; [) is a continuous L,-valued function 
of 5 for Im b # 0. (Here the norm in C5 on the right side of these equations 
is the E norm.) Thus, in order to obtain the desired representation of the 
spectral family, it remains to pass to the limit under the integral over R” in 
(4.4) and evaluate the limit of the integral over (a, b). We proceed with some 
preliminary calculations. 
From (l.ll), (3.42), and (4.1) we have 
Y+(x, 17 : 5) = (2~r)-l e”‘nPj(y)E-’ + i(2n-)-1’2{@~lcf(x - y; C)(5) juz=,, 
- E-l[E@,,c’F(& 0, x; c)]*} A,P,(@-I. (4.5) 
Now the function [A@, T) - cq-l for &$ # 0 is regular in the T upper half 
plane except for poles as 7S , 7P , so as in Section 3 
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LEMMA 4.1. Fvzzz P,((, j, Tp), P,(& 5, T,) as in (3.15),j E M 
PSR , 5, 17s) fl,P.j(q) = y&t P&t, I, A?,) Pi(rj), (4.6) 
P~(E~ 5, iT,> A2Pj(?> = “,‘“j!,’ p~(t~ Cf -IT,) pj(7), (4.7) 
Proof. The proof is much the same as that of an anaIogous assertion for 
the elliptic case [Ill. Four identities are needed: the first is (1.13), the second 
and third are contained in the calculations of (3.13j, (3.14j, and (4.6) and the 
fourth is verified in much the same way as the resolvcnt identity: 
pj(d = -(2G)-1 J,h-h( 311 
),=s WE, p) - AZ-1 dh, 
P,(t, <, 7,) = ~-%&~(27ii)-‘J; _ ,= [A(f? T) - <II-l dT, 
7 T1, c‘ 
E4E, 4 - Ul-'4&w, p) - w1 
= (P - +Y[-w, T) - WI-' - f&f, p) - Al]-1 
+ (A - i)[45 7) - u-*[A(& p) - AI]-11; 
(1.13) 
(4.% 
(48, 
(4.9) 
here the integrations go over sufficiently small circles about X,(q), TS , TP in 
the positive direction. From (1.13), (4.8), , and (4.9) 
The other assertions are established in the same way. 
From (4.6) and (4.7) we now have 
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The limits of this expression for 5 - A&T) -& i0, 5 --+ A+,(S) * i0 will be 
needed, and these will now be recorded. Let R take the values 51, so that, 
e.g., ks = &s. Then recalling (1.8) and (3.9) 
and 
+T(f, A,, * 2.0) = f 1 7 1 y2 1 p I-1, 
~c~(~, &I zt i0) = It IT I c IP 1-l. 
From (4. IO), (4.1 I), and (4.12) we thus obtain (& = I?*) 
[@p(.~ - y; U71) It w3 I,=01 f12Pks(dE-1 
= xR*a(p) ;(zTrya ~(x~~+~+$&#-~, 
[@$4x - 3’; hl(rl) It w3 I,=01 4Pk,bw1 
= .&(p) i(27r))-1’2 ei’“‘~~““““‘P~~,(?1)~-1. 
(4.12) 
To compute the terms involving @rF in (4.5), we use the relations (cf. (3.11), 
(3.15)) 
From (3.18) we thus have 
Ee1[&P12F(~, 0, x; Q] * = 2(2~)-~‘a eiz155E-1(rc_1~~1ei7S”eC*EP~(~, 5, -3-J 
+ c2~;1e’TpQD*EP,([, I, -TV)), 
(4.15) 
C” = C*(f, ~2, c), D” = D*(& x, , 51, 
and hence from (4.6) and (4.7) 
E-‘[E@,S=(& 0, x; z)]* A,Pj(~)E-’ 
= Qn)-1i-2 ,iZl@--l +l,h% 
xb’“:- ’ C*(t, x2, L?) EPs(5, 5, -r,) 
a 
+ c2T,lei7n”n A$;;s5 D*(E, x2 , cl EP,(L 5, -T,)/ PkW1. 
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Therefore, for p + 0 in the limits 5 + X,,(q) * i0, 5 + &,(v) + i0, h = 21, 
we have from (1.12), (4.11), (4.12), and (4.16) 
E-l[E@,F((S, 0, x; A,,(?) i iO] * n,P,,(q)E-1 
= -Xl?,,(P) i(W 1’2 efJ-“‘)[Pks(~) C([, x2 ) A,,(,) 4 iO)E-11”. 
E-l[E@,F(~, 0, x, &,(T) & iO)]* A,P&)E-’ (4.17) 
= -XRJP) cw 1’2 ei(-~zJ[Pk,(?J) D(& x2 ) h,,(q) -f iO)E-l]“. 
Hence from (4.5), (4.10), and (4.16) for j E M = (is, &pj 
yyi(x, ‘I; () = (27~)~~ ei”Pj(q)E-l - (21~)~1 tP1( 
p&t, 5, T.5) 
X 0*(5, ~2 7 5) Epp(ft 5, -Tp]/ pj(~>E-’ 
and from (4.13) and (4.17) with k = -&l 
Y?G(xl v) E Y&, 7; X,,(q) i i0) = xR=,(p)(27r)-1ei*s1 
x (e”‘qPl,..(~)E-l - ep“‘“r[Pk,(q) C([, xg , Xl,,(y) f iO)E-l]“), 
Y?“,(T 7) = Y&x, 7; &,(T) i i0) = x+jf)(2~)-1ei5r~ 
x (eioC2pkV(y)~-1- e-iP*2 
[P,,(,) W, x.2, &p(y) Jr QT1]"). 
Computing the right side of (4.19) for the cases B,-, B,- with the help of 
(3.29), we obtain the reflected plane waves in these two cases (p + 0, k = -&l): 
[!P$(x, y)lBm- = x~&)(~?T)-~ ei521[eiDx*eks(t, p) - e-“oP2e,,y(S, -p)]‘e& p), 
(4.20) 
Note that the Y* in these two cases are unmixed, i.e., the boundary operators 
B,-, B,- do not couple the S and P modes. 
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In order to write the generalized eigenfunctions for B,+, &,+ we introduce 
the notation 
7 = CL PI = I 7 I 6% 7 w2) f 1 7 1 (sin a, -cos ff); (4.22) 
T,(E, h,(y) & i0) = *n-l 1 7J 1 . 1 1 - ?POJ1s Ii/x GE n-1 I 7j I r$s*, 
+2* = & 1 1 - ?zsq2 jr’s, $i = nw, ) ?z2 = p/(X + 24 < l/2, 
T,(& X&(7) & i0) = Tn-1 1 ?j ] . [ 1 - n%J12 11’2 E n-1 / +q ] cj2F, (4*23) 
(5% , d2> = (sin 01, , cos 4; 
T,(t, A~(~) f io) = n 1 7 1 e,*, e2* = it: iJ2;2’r2wl”,l:;’ 
7. (t A- (7) i ‘0) = P> s I7 1: l 
ii j z: j z J 
szF, 
(4.24) 
8, = n-lw, ) (0, ,‘O,) = P;sin 01~ , cos LX,). 
Here (or , we) = (sin 01, -cos CX) gives the direction of an incident wave making 
angle 01 with the ~s axis, (+r , +a) that of a reflected shear wave making angl5 01~ 
with the x2 axis, and (8, , 0,) that of a reflected pressure wave making angle (Ye 
with the xs axis. Note that if the angle of incidence 01 is such that / wi j = 
/ sin 01 I > TZ, then / 0r 1 > 1 and B2 is pure imaginary; cos CQ, is defined to be 
this imaginary number and sin 01~ defined to be e1 > 1. In this case, as will 
be seen below, the reflected P wave decays exponentially away from the 
boundary. 
ForpfO,iz= &l 
(4.25) 
sin 201 - 
cos(a - a,) 
e in-‘lnld,x+&)l ’ te,,(w), 42 = +f”; 
re& ?))lBo+ 
= xi3,,(f)(W1e”‘“l I 
n2 sin 201 sin 201, - cos2 201 
eipz*ekS(w) + n2 sin zol sin Zap + cos2 zol e 
--ipq dw, , -w2> 
nsin4a - 
n2 sin 201 sin 201, + cos2 201 
ei’n’n’ez3cgegg(0) 
I 
*e,,(w), 8, = 02, (4.26) 
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The following facts concerning the generalized eigenfunctions Y* are im- 
mediately evident from (4.20), (4.21), (4.25), and (4.26). (1) Each CO~.II-IUI 
c = t(cr, ~2) of Y* satisfies div, cl = 0. (2) The Y* satisfy the “eigenvalue” 
equations 
rl(&) ul,“,<x, 7) = 4x(-q) y;&, 4, (4.27) 
A(&.) Y&&v, T) = X&q) Y&(x, q), k = + 1. 
(3) The columns of Y* satisfy the corresponding boundary conditions, e.g., 
The columns of [Y&(x, +je,+ , [ykD(-~, d]B,+ furthermore satisfy the “extra” 
boundary conditions (2.4) appropriate to functions in JV(A,~+)~. This is 
as it should be, since propagating solutions UB,+(t)f, f E M(Aom+) will shortly 
be seen to be represented as a superposition of [Y&]s,+ , [Y&JBm+. Note 
that in (4.25) a.ud (4.26) f or an incident S wave the reflected P wave (term 
containing 8, in YtJ decays exponentially away from the boundary if the angle 
of incidence cy. is such that sin 01 > 12, while the reflected S wave for incident P 
wave (term containing $a in Y&J does not decay in this manner, since $a is 
always real. 
In the case of B,+ there will be a contribution to the limit in (4.4) from the 
zeros of A corresponding to the Rayleigh speeds, To account with this we 
define (cf. (4.18)) 
EP#, 5: --,I 
(4.29) 
= -i(87~-~ eizlEa((R,)-l I;r,(q, .x2), 
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where CX(&) is given by (3.28) and LQ(y, sa) = r& with vectors 
y* = 
‘02 - * 
(1 _ &2)1/2 
exp[ - 1 t j (1 - Ro2)1DX2] eS*(e, R,) 
+ 2ni sgn t exp[- 1 5 ] (1 - n2RR,“)ll’x,] e,*(e, Ii,), 
(4.30) 
’ ’ 2 I 4 I (2 - ROO) 4iQl - Ros)r’a 
Yk = p _ i 1 f 1 (1 _ R,2)1/2 e.s*(f, Ro) y) _ i I 5 1 (1 _ n2R02)1/2 ne,*k=, Ro), 
with 
e,*(-$, R,) = 2-1’2p-1’2R,2 ‘[O, 2i sgn f(l - Ro2)1/2, R,’ - 2, 
&ipl@Ro(l - Ro2)l/“, Fpl/” sgn SR,], 
(4.31) 
ne,*((, R,) = 2-1’2p-1”R,2 t [n2Rz, (2 - n2R$), 2i sgn ((1 - n2Rt)llg, 
&PRO sgn .$, f+PR,(l - TZ~R~~)~/~]. 
It is evident that an element nij of II+ is smooth except possibly for a jump 
at [ = 0. The Z+r satisfy the “eigenvalue” equation 
fl(QJ &1(x, 7) = b(5) &I(% rl), b(5) = ztV I 5 I Rot (4.32) 
and the boundary condition given by Bo+, 
(A + P)[&~(.~~, 0, 7>lli - p[&(q ,O, r])],i = [SkI(xl, 0, dlai = 0, i = l,..., 5. 
Further, the first component cl(x, v) of any column c = (cl, c’) of Z*r satisfies 
div, cl = 0. Thus, for each rl the &,(x, 7) represent surface waves propagating 
with speed K*(f). 
To simplify notation we henceforth discuss only the case of ABO+ and drop 
the indices distinguishing it. The formulation of the results which follow for 
ABm-, L&, ABm+ are the same except that the surface-wave term is absent. 
For fE 9(R+2) define (recall M = {is, *p>) 
with !Pj*, j E M, of (4.26) and z;J from (4.29). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let F( .) denote the spectral measure of A and dejine A*(T)), fku(~) 
by (4.33). Then for f E 9(R+“) and any finz’te interval (a, b) C R\(O) 
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The proof of the lemma involves justifying passage to the limit under the 
integral over R2 in (4.4) and then making use of the well-known formula 
$@) dk = X(a,bdP) $%d 
for any continuous function 4(p). The proof is essentially the same as that 
of the corresponding statement (Lemma 3.2) of [7], and it will therefore not 
be given here. We remark only that here the proof is considerably simpler: 
the only difficulty in justifying the interchange of limit and integration occurs 
near those value of 17 where singularities of the denominator of e/l 5 - hj(7jjlt 
and those in the terms involving C and D -of (4.18) coincide; here the worst 
that can happen is that, e.g., p = 1 and h,(q) N / e j for p near zero, but then 
K*(t) = * j 6 / R, is still a positive distance from / [ ) by (3.25). In the case 
treated in [7] it was possible for A,(v) to coincide with 1 6 1 and k(f). 
Now A*(T), fku(~), j E M, k = i-1, are defined by (4.33) for any f E S with 
compact support, and, on approximating f by a sequence (fn> C LB(R+‘), it is 
seen that (4.34) holds for such f as well. If now Q0 is the projection in A? ontc 
the nullspace of A, 0, = F(0) - F(Op), th en from (4.34) for any compactly 
supported f E Z? 
For any f E P let {f.y> C &’ be a sequence of compactly supported functions 
converging to f and denote by {fj*>, , (fku}N , j E hf, h I= & 1, the left sides 
of (4.33) when the compactly supported function on the right is fJV . Then 
the sequences {&>, , {fkU>N are Cauchy sequences in S by (4.35), and they 
therefore converge to limits which we denote by f+*, fkG, j E M, K =: + 1. The 
equality (4.35) thus holds for any f E S. Hence the mappings Qjk, Dp,g defined 
on compactly supported functions f E S& by 
cyf = jj*, &y = !*a, jEM, h = i-1, 
are bounded by one and extend by continuity to all of @. The extended 
operators we again denote by @,;+, Qko, and we write Qj*g = ii+, Dkmg = tRoz 
j E M, k = j, 1 for any g E A?. Further, by polarization we have 
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We now need the adjoints of the mappings defined above. 
LEMMA 4.4. For a?zy compactly supported f E Y, j E htr, k = 31 
For any f c Z let {iv} b e a sequence of compact[l! supported frmctions converging 
to f in X; then in the topology of A? 
(@j’)*f = $m(@i’)*fN , j E M 
(4.38) 
(@;)*f = ~p%y”fN, k = il. 
Ftirthermore, the ranges of (Gj*)*+, (c&.~)*, j E h/r, k = &l are contained in 
2 = (I - QJ2P. 
Proof. Let VEX have compact support, and let lz E g(R+?). Then if 6, 
denotes anyone of the above operators and Y the corresponding generalized 
eigenfunction in the integrand 
Now h(x)* Y(r, 7) is absolutely integrable with respect to x with L, norm 
depending continuously on 17 for pf # 0 and bounded on 7 E supp f. The 
order of integration may thus be interchanged. This establishes (4.37). The 
fact that CD and therefore also CD* are bounded operators gives (4.38). The 
last statement follows from (4.35). 
Tmomnf 4.5. For any f 6 9 the function-s Gj*f =A+, Qky =fka , j E lbl, 
k = 51, are in X, and in the sense of (4.38) 
f(x) = c jR* [Yj*(x, 7) L.*(Y) + &(X> 77) fk%)l 4. (4.39) 
j=M 
k-*1 
The part o(t) of the group U(t) in A = (I - Q,)A‘ is represented as a super- 
position oj- refEected plane P and S waves and surface waves: 
U(t) f (.v) = C j [eifAj(“)Yj*(x, 7) f?*(q) + eitkz(E)L’z(x, 11) f;(q)] dq. 
Jew Rz 
(4.40) 
Z-&l 
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@j:-‘a4f (q) = hj(T) L*(T)> @IoL1f = kL(O f:(q), j E M. I = 5 1. (4.42 j 
Proof. For any g, f E 2 we have by (4.33), (4.36) with rl = R, and (4.38) 
(g,f) = c {<@j$, @f% + <@?L% @,?%I 
iEM 
k=il 
whence (4.39). Again from (4.36) 
(A &gj = (5 F(-mcn, hjgj 
and hence, except for a (Lebesgue) null set depending on f, g, by Fubini’s 
theorem the absolutely continuous function (f, F,,g) has a derivative in the 
sense of L, , 
where 9 denotes the unit circle. Now let G be anv complex Borei Function 
on R, denote by ,il” the part of /l in 2, and let SE k(G(ll”)j; then by (4.43) 
NJ > 
s 
I GW d(f, Fnf) 
= jg JR2 [I G(h(~))l” lh’C~>l” + 1 G(k,(t)jj’ Ji;“f#] dy. (4.44) 
I=%1 
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Further, for any g E 2 
and so in the sense of (4.38) 
G(ir)f(x) = 1 J g [G(h(7)> 5yj’(-v, 71)fl(~) + G(kdt)) E:,(x, q)fF(~)l 4- 
REM R- 
2=&l (4.45) 
Equations (4.40) and (4.41) now follow from (4.45) on taking G(h) = exp(ith), 
G(h) = A. It remains to establish (4.42). 
First, it follows from (4.26) and (4.37) that if f E Y(R’2, C6), vanishes in a 
neighborhood of p = 0, 6 = 0, and the ray wr - n, then 
g = 
[ 
j;M (q*)* -t (@/)*I f = -@*f 
k=fl 
is a smooth, rapidly decreasing function in 2. Since the set of such f is dense 
in X and $* is an isometry with range L@ by (4.39) it follows that the set 9 
of smooth rapidly decreasing functions in 2 obtained in this manner is dense 
in ..#. Moreover, B,+g(x’, 0) = 0 for any g E 9 by (4.37), and it is easy to 
see that the set 9 is dense in g[/I) in graph norm. NOW let f~ 9, and let 
p E $B(Ra, R) be a radial function, ’ /3(x)=-/3( j x I), such that- B(X) 1 for 
1 x j < R and /3(x) = 0 for ] x / > R + 1. 
@,*/b!if (x) = j- 
R,? 
Ys+(x, 71)* E/l(x) A(D) f(x) dx 
zzz h(v) s,;, Ys*@, rl)* -V(x) f (-4 dx 
+ i s, ? ys*(G 7) * .4(x/l x I) P’(x)f(x) dx 
+ 
-i 
s 
ujqxl , 0, d* 4f (x1 7 0) dx, 
R 
(4.46) 
where gR(z) = iA(x// x I) /3'(x)f (x), by (4.26) and the fact that f(~r , 0)* 
4g(3 3 0) = 0 for any two smooth functions f, g satisfying the boundary 
conditions (cf. Section 2). Since g, - 0, /Mf --f Af in X as R -+ CO and cP,+ 
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is bounded, it follows that @,+gR -+ 0, @,*fiAj- @,,*(lf in s, and ~0 from 
(4.46) in the sense of X 
@‘,‘/lf(d = gm u77) @s’Pfhk (4.47) 
Now the operator M, of multiplication by X,(q) with domain g(iWS) = 
If E x: h(9) f (4 E x> is closed, so (4.47) and lim,,, @,*f = @‘,‘f in % 
imply that @,*f~ L@(M,) and 
@,*flf (7) = WI) @S”f(?l) = u?)fS*(d (4.48) 
for any JE .p. If now f is any element of 9(A), let (fnj C 9 be a sequence 
converging to J in graph norm. By (4.35) 
II @,*Af - disiflfn II + II @.$*f - Gs’fn II < I Af - 4 I + ’ f - fn I - 0, 
and so by (4.48) we have in the sense of Y 
because MS is closed. This establishes (4.42) for @,i*, and the other cases are 
handled in exactly the same way. 
To complete the story it remains to show that data giving rise to surface 
modes, ($,O)*g, g E X, k = +I, are orthogonal to data producing free reflected 
modes (@f)*‘h, k E .S”, j E M. 
THEOREM 4.6. The six operators (@E)*cD;~, (@j’,,)*@Fp, (Djpj”)*GjO, j = i!, 
are nmtually wthogonal orthoprojectcns in A? which reduce i?(t), the part 0,’ 
U(t) in 2, and 
2-i-i = 5,.&f @NE ZJY, (4.49) 
twhere 
Er = c (@?*)* cDj* (4.50) 
IEM 
is the orthogonnl projection onto the sulupace of data pl-educing reflected S nlzd P 
waves and 
Y. = c (QjG) cDj 0 (4.51) 
j=*l 
the orthogonal projection mito the s&pace of data producing surface waves. 
Proqf The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 3.6 of [7], 
but it will be sketched here for completeness. The central issue is to prove 
orthogonality, i.e., 
(P~.@js=p* = cDiiap,*t)* = @“,(di,“)” = 0, 
(4.52) 
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and the relations obtained bv taking adjoints of these. Consider first the case 
of @,*(@rO)*. Note that if F is rapidly decreasing, then 
c@F(P) = j- e Y,*(x,P)* EF(x) dx 
&..- 
exists pointwise for each p E R’ and belongs to the same L, equivalence class 
as Gjs*fi therefore, Gs*F(P) = 0 f or each p E Ii” implies @,,*F = 0. Define 
the class of functions Y0 C Y(R*, C’s) by f E Y0 if and only if f E Y and f = 0 
in a neighborhood of f = 0; then Ya is dense in Z and for f E 9s the function 
Zr(s, 7) Ef (7) is smooth in 7. Therefore 
is smooth and rapidly decreasing in R+*, and hence 6,*(@lu)*f (p) exists 
for each point p E Ii". Now choose and fix f E 9a , and let p be an arbitrary 
fixed point of R”. Let fn coincide with f except in a neighborhood N, = 
{v E R”: / k+(e) - A,( p)l < l/z} and d ecrease to become zero throughout Nzn . 
It is then easy to see that (QIU)* fn(x) + (@,O)* f (x) for each x E R,", and 
~s*w)*fn(4) -+ ~s*Pi?*fM (4.53) 
pointwise for each q E R” as n -+ CO. Since fin, vanishes in a neighborhood 
of t = 0 and K+(t) = h,(p), the function g,(T) = fJv)/[k+(f) - 1 p [] is in Y0 . 
Therefore, (@rO)*g,(zc) is smooth, rapidly decreasing, and satisfies (4.28). 
Hence (@rO)*gn E 3(A), and by (4.41) 
&w * &I = (@lo)* k+(.) .i?n(4 (4.54) 
The function A(@Iu)* g,(;y) is again smooth and rapidly decreasing, so (cf. (4.46)) 
(4.55) 
at the fixed pointp E R2 by (4.54). Thus, from (4.55) 
= w-(@,">*fn(P> n-tat' %*Pl")* f(P) 
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by (4.53). Since p was arbitrary, 6,+(@rU)*f = 0, and since Y0 is dense in A” 
it follows that @~*(@rU)* = 0. The proofs of the remaining relations of (4.52) 
follow the same scheme. We mention only that in the case of @f,(@,,*)” the set 
Y0 must be chosen to consist of functions vanishing in a neighborhood of p = 0 
and the ray q = n, w1 = e/i 7 /. The fact that (Qj*) *@$, (GLza)* CD&~, J=G Ml 
K = fl, are projections follows immediately from (4.39) and (4.52), e.g., 
= (a$)* @j”f. 
The fact that the projections reduce D(L) follows from (4.52) and the fact 
that e.g., o((t)f = (Qs*)* exp(ih,(.)t) @,*fiffE (khs*)* @,,%‘P (cf. (4.40), (4.42jj. 
The decomposition (4.49) is just (4.39). 
It follows from (4.49) that for any f 6 Z@ the solution u((t)f of the mixed 
problem in R+2 comes in two orthogonal parts: the first part is a superposition 
of reflect S and P waves, and the second is a superposition of surface waves 
(cf. (4.40)). In particular if f is an element of &X?? then U(t)f is also, so 
(u(t)f)r = 0, and hence u((t)f = (??(<t) fX is a pure surface wave. Similarly, 
the surface wave is absent if f E S&X?. 
In conclusion, we remark that the method developed above can apparently 
be modified to investigate elastic waves in two semi-infinite media with a 
common plane boundary. Here the analysis is more interesting: for example, 
the surface wave (now called a Stoneley wave) may or may not exist, depending 
on the properties of the two media. This is a matter currently being studied. 
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